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Physiology Third Edition  With Studentconsult.com AccessSaunders, 2006

	Featuring a focus on mechanisms, this popular reference comprehensively covers important concepts in physiology, both at the organ system and cellular levels. Easy to read and user-friendly, the revised third edition stresses essential and relevant content with absolute clarity and includes concise step-by-step explanations complemented by...
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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...
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Algorithms in Java: Parts 1-4, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
Sedgewick has a real gift for explaining concepts in a way that  makes them easy to understand. The use of real programs in page-size (or less)  chunks that can be easily understood is a real plus. The figures, programs, and  tables are a significant contribution to the learning experience of the reader;  they make this book...
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MySQL/PHP Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
MySQL/PHP Database Applications Affordable Open Source Solutions to E-Commerce Challenges In this unique guide, two Web development gurus show you how to harness the open source power of MySQL and PHP — and create high-performance Web database applications that won't break the bank. Using plenty of ready-to-run code and seven concrete...
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How to Do Everything with PowerPoint(R)McGraw-Hill, 2002
Follow real-world examples in this get-you-going guide and create your own PowerPoint presentations--from simple to dazzlingly sophisticated. Prepare slide shows--which you can show on a projection screen or computer monitor--featuring animation, sound, graphics, and even video clips. Edit and format text, add graphs and diagrams, include...
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NHibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2008
In the classic style of Manning's "In Action" series, NHibernate in Action shows  .NET developers how to use the NHibernate Object/Relational Mapping tool.  This book is a translation from Java to .NET, as well as an expansion, of  Manning's bestselling Hibernate in Action. All traces of Java have been carefully  replaced by their .NET...
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The Art of XSD - SQL Server XML schemasRed gate, 2009

	When information is exchanged in XML format, there needs to be an agreement between the sender and receiver about the structure and content of the XML document. An XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) Schema can be used to enforce this contract and validate the XML data being exchanged and, given that a lot of applications exchange...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Heating System Components, Gas and Oil Burners and Automatic ControlsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Circos Data Visualization How-toPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create dynamic data visualizations in the social, physical, and computer sciences with the Circos data visualization program.

	
		Transform simple tables into engaging diagrams
	
		Learn to install Circos on Windows, Linux, and MacOS
	
		Create Circos diagrams using ribbons, heatmaps, and other data...
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Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics, 5E with STUDENT CONSULT Access Fifth Edition(Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics)Saunders, 2005

	Completely revised and updated, this reference of choice for students and practitioners offers practical guidance and the latest information on normal growth and development, along with the diagnosis, management, and prevention of common childhood diseases and disorders. Discussions of the pathophysiologic aspects of pediatric disease, the...
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Excel Pivot Tables Recipe Book: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
Excel’s pivot tables are a powerful tool for analyzing data. With only a few minutes of
work, a new user can create an attractively formatted table that summarizes thousands
of rows of data. This book assumes that you know the basics of Excel and pivot tables,
and provides troubleshooting tips and techniques, as well as...
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The CSS Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
A practical guide on CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) for professionals and novices, that can be used both as a tutorial and read cover-to-cover or as a handy and practical reference book to common problems, solutions and effects.    The Question and Answer format makes it easy for readers to solve their problems and learn more about common pitfalls...
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